
The first PLAY-and-EARN  game in                           

Available in                                       Chain



CUKIES WORLD IN A FEW WORDS

Cukies World is a Play-and-Earn game 
where you own a Cuki: an NFT 
representing the games main character.

You can explore the infinite 
archipelago, collect resources, build 
new tools, craft special gems, learn new 
skills… the possibilities are endless!

Your Cukies can complete daily 
missions and tasks to earn GEMD, the 
internal token of the the ecosystem.



1. There are 6 different types of Cukies based on their 
rarity (common, uncommon, rare, epic, legendary and 
goat).

2. Cukies health bar will decrease as they play, and you 
will need to feed them to fill it again.

4. Cukies energy is used to accept daily missions and 
tasks, and they will earn GEMD after completing them. 
Your Cuki will need to take a rest to recover their energy.

3. Cukies have 5 different skills (miner, engineer, farmer, 
gatherer and scout) than can be improved up to level 5. As 
you improve a skill your Cuki will learn new mechanics 
and capabilities.

5. Each Cuki can breed up to 5 baby Cukies. You need 2 
Cukies to breed.
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The rarer Cukies have more health and energy, allowing them to perform more daily missions and tasks. 
Also, the rarer the Cuki, the more skill points he will be able to improve.

MEET THE CUKIES



Cukies World will have an easy to use 
in-game scholarship system, where NFT 
owners (investors) can lend their Cukies so 
that gamers can use them to play the 
game. 

Anything the gamer earns will be shared 
between the gamer and the NFT owner 
based on the %s previously agreed upon. 

We will add an option so guilds can assign 
the Cukies they own to their own scholars.

NFT Owner
Gamer

CONNECTING CRYPTO WORLD AND GAMING INDUSTRY



Explore Cukies World at your 
own pace and discover 

something new every day!

Three ways to play

Single Player

Join your friends to create a 
team of Cukies with different 

skills and aim for glory!

Test your skills and show the 
world who is the bravest Cuki in 

the Infinite Archipelago!

CompetitiveCooperative

GAME MODES



TWITTER FOLLOWERS

3,900+

ENGAGEMENT  

12%
HOLDERS  

2,700+

ALL CUKIES 
MINTED

12,000
WITH OUR OWN RESOURCES AND ZERO MARKETING BUDGET

WHAT WE HAVE ACHIEVED



Jon graduated in Market Research and 
Techniques, and has a Master in Digital 
Marketing by Esden Business School. He is a 
blockchain and gaming enthusiast, and an avid 
crypto investor since early 2016.JON M. PERELLO

Founder

Fran is founder and CTO in 3fera company since 
2006. He has lead the technological aspects of 
dozens of successful projects in a wide variety 
of sectors including, but not limited to: Banking, 
human resources, logistic, fintech and 
blockchain.

ALVARO VENTURA
Founder

FRAN GOMEZ
Founder

Alvaro started his career as Industrial Engineer 
and worked in the pharmaceutical sector for 5 
years. 
As a serial entrepreneur and passionate about 
new technologies, he soon started investing in 
blockchain projects and never looked back.

Crypto, NFT and Gaming Influencer 

REVEN
Advisor and

Marketing Consultant

Crypto, NFT and Gaming Influencer 

              845k           185k           215k
            subscribers        followers        followers        

             643k          474k         864k
              subscribers      followers       followers       

KMANUS
Advisor and

Marketing Consultant

 We are already 20+ Cukiers in the TEAM

TEAM

https://twitter.com/KmanuS88
https://www.youtube.com/c/KManuS88
https://www.twitch.tv/kmanu88
https://twitter.com/Reventxz
https://www.youtube.com/c/ReventXz
https://www.twitch.tv/ReventXz
https://cukies.world/#team


Marketplace
Game Demo
Bridge to BSC
Game – Single Player
Scholarships
Skins & Emotes

Q1 & Q2
2022

ROADMAP



Q3 
2022

Q4 
2022

Game – Competitive (PVP)
Events
Seasons & achievements
Leaderboards

In-game marketplace
Lands NFTs
Game – Cooperative
New game modes (secondary missions, 
challenges, contests)

ROADMAP



UKI Token GEMD Token
300,000,000 supply

UKI token is deeply integrated in the 
Cukies World ecosystem. 
It’s required for breeding, to improve 
Cukies skills and to craft gems.

40% of the tokens used in-game will go 
to a reward pool. UKI holders can stake 
their tokens to get these rewards and 
to vote on key governance decisions 
and treasury management, ultimately 
decentralizing the game economy.

Uncapped supply

GEMD is the main utility token. It’s 
required for breeding, and it will also be 
used to perform most in-game tasks, 
such as building cabins, creating or 
improving tools, crafting new items, and 
more.
 
GEMD tokens will be minted as required 
to pay game rewards. All GEMD used 
in-game will be burned.

DUAL TOKEN MODEL



Each island will be unique and will have its 
own business logic. As in the real world, a 
fertile island, with crops and infrastructure, 
will not have the same value as a land that 
has been overexploited.

Island owners will be able to work on their 
lands to make them more attractive for the 
Cukies. Island owners will share a % of 
everything made by any Cuki that works in 
their land.

We will have an island offering for single 
owners, and others that will be co-owned by 
many people at the same time. Some 
islands will be purchased with UKI.

ISLANDS



(1) Team: 6 months cliff, 24 months daily linear.
(2) Advisors: 2 months cliff, 24 months daily linear.

(3) Token Sale:

20% Private Capital round Price: $0.05; 2 month cliff, 12 months daily linear.

3.5% Private Sale Price $0.068; 15% TGE, 6 months daily linear.

3.5% IDO Price $0.068; 15% TGE, 9 months daily linear.

UKI TOKEN

Listing Price: $0.08
Marketcap at listing: <$1,000,000
FDV: $24,000,000

Total Supply 300,000,000



HOW RAISED FUNDS WILL BE USED

- TOKEN DISCOUNT 37.5%
- LOCKUP 2 MONTH

- VESTING 12 MONTHS DAILY

- FUNDS TO BE RAISED $3M

Salir

PRIVATE CAPITAL OFFER

https://accounts.google.com/Logout?service=wise&continue=https://docs.google.com&ec=GAdAmQI


CUKIES WORLD COMMANDMENT

Playing a game 

must be fun 
Enjoy and be rewarded at the same time!



www.cukies.world

info@cukies.world

https://twitter.com/cukiesworld
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4JPj8n-6rEI
https://www.instagram.com/cukies.world.official/

